[Reproducibility of measuring the finger joint angle with a sensory glove].
Joint angles are measured using goniometers according to the neutral-zero method. These measurements are dependent on the examiner and are thus subject to great variation. With a newly developed sensor glove, the grip patterns of the hand can be captured with a computer-assisted technique. In a comparative study involving five subjects, the joint angles during power grip around a cylindrical body and while clenching a fist were determined by nine examiners at three different times, using the conventional technique according to the neutral-zero method. In the same experimental design, the joint angles were measured with the sensor glove. As a criterion for the reproducibility of the measurements, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was calculated by means of an analysis of variance. The ICC is a value which approximates 1 if the reliability of the measurements is high. At 0.94, the ICC of the data determined with the sensor glove was markedly higher than the mean ICC for all examiners of 0.50 using the conventional method. Besides the measurement of the finger joint angles, the sensor glove allows the dynamic recording of joint movements of all finger joints during different grip patterns of the hand.